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Clubhouse Rubbish and Recycling
Consider the environment when disposing of your rubbish.
General Maintenance
Always to leave the Clubhouse as you found it.
If other members arrive to find your rubbish in the bins then they will tend to leave
their rubbish as well, causing an escalation of smell and neglect.
Always empty bins at the end of the day unless:
1. You can see they are still almost empty and were empty definitely empty when
you arrived, and
2. You can corroborate with your WSG Manager that it will be OK for one more
day, and/or
3. You can verify on the WSG calendar that your club will be the next user of the
facility
(https://calendar.google.com/calendar/render?tab=wc&pli=1#main_7%7Cweek-2+23327+23334+23327)

Recycle
The Front Door Lockbox key will provide you access to the caged area on the
western side of the building. This is adjacent to the bin area and access to
the cage will allow you to manage our recycling system.
There are three types of Recycle Bins, Red, Green and Paper.
a. Red Bins are for UN-CRUSHED cans only.
(The Sports Club sells uncrushed cans to Rob from Collect-A-Can, who
manufacture funky, branded garments from these cans, like this hat for
example. Rob can only use uncrushed cans. The money Rob pays us to
collect cans for his business is used to support the clubs fund raising.)
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The 120 litre Red Bins should be emptied into the 500 litre Red Bin that is
kept in the cage. These can be transferred complete with rubbish bin liner
(this makes it easier for Rob to collect the cans and it also helps keep our bin
clean) or tipped in with the help of a second person (always observe good
OHS practices when lifting these bins).
Please reline the 120 litre recycle bins with 120 litre bin liners, which can be
found on the shelf in the Cleaner’s Cupboard.

b. Green Bins are for any sort of bottle – plastic or glass.
The 120 litre Green Bins are designed for bottles but can actually receive any
sort of recyclable other than paper and card board.
120 litre Green Bins should be emptied into the 500 litre Green Bin that is kept
inside the cage. The bin liners are usually wet and smelly and should be
thrown away if practical. (always observe good OHS practices when lifting
these bins).
Please reline the 120 litre recycle bins with 120 litre bin liners, which can be
found on the shelf in the Cleaner’s Cupboard.
c. Paper/Cardboard Bin is for boxes, etc.
This bin is located in the car park. It fills easily and costs to empty so please
break your boxes.
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Rubbish
There are large and small round rubbish bins available to aid rubbish
collection. These are kept in the cage.
If round rubbish bins are to be used inside the facility they should be clean,
lined with bin liners and have a lid. Keeping them clean is easier if you use
bin liners (available in 120 litre and 240 litre sizes, inside the Cleaner’s
cupboard). If they are not lined you will need to wash the bin after you empty
it (see bin cleaning),
It may be preferable to use the Council’s own bins for outdoor collection. Or
for indoor use they must be clean and lined with 240 litre liners.
Council collects the rubbish every Thursday so please ensure our round
rubbish bins are emptied into Council Sulo bins before pick-up.

Setting-Out Bin Clusters
When setting out the bins before a function, make sure there are always 3
bins in each cluster.
If all options aren’t available to the punter at every bin station our recycling
system will turn to rubbish (pun - sorry).
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Additional Action May Be Required
Please consult your Manager Rep before taking additional action.
Problem:
The can bin is full and there is a function next week.
Solution:
Ring Rob from Collect-a-Can on 0417 566 110 and ask for a pick-up.
Leave the 500 litre can bin out for him to do his pick-up.
Remember to wash it and wheel it back into the cage the following day.
Problem:
The bottle bin is full and there is a function next week.
Solution:
Ring Cleanaway on 131339 and ask for a “bottle bin” pick-up.
Leave the 500 litre bottle bin out for Cleanaway to do his pick-up.
Remember to wash it and wheel it back into the cage the following day.
Problem:
The cardboard bin is full and there is a function next week.
Solution:
Wait for automatic pick-up. This is a Council service.
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